Runway of Resilience: Celebrating Courage Through Fashion

Event Details
September 29, 2024
Salvage One, 1840 W. Hubbard, Chicago, Illinois
4:00-8:00 PM

Overview
Join us for an evening of inspiration, creativity, and resilience at Twist Out Cancer's Runway of Resilience fashion show. This unique event brings together former Brushes with Cancer designers who will be creating unique designs that will be modeled by individuals touched by cancer.

About Twist Out Cancer
Twist Out Cancer is a non-profit organization that provides psychosocial support to individuals touched by cancer.

Runway of Resilience
At Runway of Resilience, the runway becomes a symbol of strength and courage. Former Brushes with Cancer artists pour their experiences, emotions, and creativity into each design, reflecting the diverse stories of those impacted by cancer. These designs will be worn proudly by models who have faced their own journeys with cancer, showcasing strength, resilience and hope.

Event Highlights
Unique Designs: Experience a stunning array of fashion pieces, each telling a powerful story of resilience and hope. Featured designers include:

Sujata Gazder
Mahwish Syed
Sonya Keshwani
Terez
Joan Shepp
Anna Mayes

Live Entertainment: Enjoy live music and performances throughout the evening, adding to the vibrant atmosphere of celebration.
*Community Support:* Connect with fellow attendees, artists, and models in a supportive and uplifting environment, united by the shared experience of cancer.

*Get Involved*
- **Attend:** Purchase your tickets and join us for an unforgettable evening of fashion and inspiration.
- **Sponsor:** Support Twist Out Cancer’s mission and gain visibility for your brand by becoming a sponsor of the event.
- **Volunteer:** Contribute your time and skills to help make the Runway of Resilience a success.

Together, we celebrate resilience, creativity, and the power of community in the face of cancer. Join us at the Runway of Resilience and be a part of this transformative event.

For more information and tickets, visit [https://www.twistoutcancer.org/runwayofresilience/](https://www.twistoutcancer.org/runwayofresilience/)